FEEDBACK TUTORIAL LETTER

2ND SEMESTER 2021

ASSIGNMENT 1

INTRODUCTION TO TVET
IVT420S
Assignment 1 Feedback

Dear Students,

This serves to inform you that Assignment 1 has been marked. Below is the feedback to the assignment.

ASSIGNMENT 01

1.1 Discuss why TVET is especially important to young Namibians. (10)
Proposed answer
- Start own businesses
- Work as artisans
- Get them out of unemployment
- Get them out of crime
- Fulfil Namibia Vision 2030.

Students were expected to give full answers.

1.2 Discuss the reasons why the Namibian Government is encouraging TVET. (10)
Proposed Answer
- To achieve the aims of Vision 2030
- To address the challenges raised by the Vocational Education and Training Sector Improvement Programme (ETSIP)

Students were expected to give answers related to the government focus and not in general.

1.3 Discuss the characteristics of CBET. (10)
Proposed answer
- Competences carefully identified
- Criteria for assessment is explicit
- Individual development and evaluation
- Participants progress at own pace
- Recognition of prior learning
Students were expected to discuss the characteristics in full and present the answers effectively using numbering.

1.4 Explain the importance of Group Learning over individual learning. (10)

Proposed answer

- Encourages discussion or debate
- Activities best carried out in groups
- Develops social and communication skills
- Encourages synergy
- Encourages participation

Students were expected to discuss the characteristics in full and present the answers effectively using numbering.

1.5 Discuss the role of Vocational Trainers in TVET. (10)

Proposed answer

- Practice good environmental management
- Plan for effective training
- Train trainees
- Act as environmental role models
- Assess trainees

Generally, well answered question. One student did not read the question clearly to get clarity on what needs to be done.